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ABSTRACT

Prediction of gene expression levels driven by regu-
latory sequences is pivotal in genomic biology. A ma-
jor focus in transcriptional regulation is sequence-to-
expression modeling, which interprets the enhancer
sequence based on transcription factor concentra-
tions and DNA binding specificities and predicts pre-
cise gene expression levels in varying cellular con-
texts. Such models largely rely on the position weight
matrix (PWM) model for DNA binding, and the effect
of alternative models based on DNA shape remains
unexplored. Here, we propose a statistical thermody-
namics model of gene expression using DNA shape
features of binding sites. We used rigorous methods
to evaluate the fits of expression readouts of 37 en-
hancers regulating spatial gene expression patterns
in Drosophila embryo, and show that DNA shape-
based models perform arguably better than PWM-
based models. We also observed DNA shape cap-
tures information complimentary to the PWM, in a
way that is useful for expression modeling. Further-
more, we tested if combining shape and PWM-based
features provides better predictions than using either
binding model alone. Our work demonstrates that
the increasingly popular DNA-binding models based
on local DNA shape can be useful in sequence-to-
expression modeling. It also provides a framework
for future studies to predict gene expression better
than with PWM models alone.

INTRODUCTION

Gene regulation is one of the major challenges of genomic
biology, and among the different levels at which genes may
be regulated the one that has received most attention to date
is transcriptional regulation (1,2). A key aspect of transcrip-
tional regulation is the sequence-specific DNA-binding of
transcription factors, and in recent years there has been a
strong push towards precise characterization of transcrip-

tion factor (TF)-DNA binding and its underlying mecha-
nisms (3). The extent to which a TF’s binding specificity at a
site is dictated by the TF directly interpreting the nucleotide
sequence (‘base readout’) or DNA shape at the site (‘shape
readout’) is a topic of considerable debate (4,5), as is the role
played by secondary TFs (6–8) that cooperatively or com-
petitively influence in vivo DNA-binding. Chromatin state
is another major determinant of TF-DNA binding that has
been discussed in numerous studies (6,9–11).

A number of high throughput assays have been devel-
oped to generate data sets on which our understanding of
TF-DNA binding can be rigorously tested (12). To support
the study of biochemical mechanisms underlying TF-DNA
binding, various computational models have emerged to de-
scribe these mechanisms and use them to fit experimental
data (13). The de facto leader of this pack is the ‘position
weight matrix’ or PWM model, which prescribes a multi-
nomial distribution over four nucleotides for each position
of the binding site, the distributions at different positions
being independent of each other (14,15). The PWM model
has been extensively used in regulatory sequence analysis
and numerous algorithms are available for inferring a PWM
model from a TF’s binding sites (16–20). At the same time,
several reports have pointed out deficiencies in the model
and presented alternative models that are claimed to be in
greater agreement with binding data (21–23). In short, the
high intensity of ongoing experimental and computational
work in this field has taken us much closer to a quantitative
and predictive model of a TF’s DNA-binding specificity.

The ultimate goal in modeling TF-DNA binding is to
use this ability to understand gene regulation. Achieving
this goal will allow us to ‘read’ and interpret non-coding
sequences and hence their relationship to organismal form
and function (24), and their evolution (25). It will enable
major advances in the genomics of human health, by pro-
viding accurate predictions of the effects of single nucleotide
polymorphisms at the cellular level. Precise models of in
vitro and in vivo binding take us only part of the way to this
grand goal, and must be incorporated into sequence-specific
models of gene expression (‘sequence-to-expression’ models
heretofore) for their value to be truly realized. Sequence-to-
expression models are steadily gaining popularity, and have
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been used, among other things, to predict precise levels of
gene expression in different regions of the developing em-
bryo (26–32) or to predict tissue-specific gene expression in
humans (33–35). However, there is a disconnect today be-
tween these models of gene expression and the burgeoning
body of work on TF-DNA binding specificity. Sequence-to-
expression models exclusively rely on the PWM model of
DNA-binding, and it is unknown if alternative, emerging
models of DNA-binding can substantially improve predic-
tion of gene expression. This is the gap that we attempt to
fill in this work.

We considered a model of TF-DNA binding that incor-
porates local DNA shape at the binding site and asked if
it performs as well as a PWM model in predicting gene ex-
pression. To answer this question we considered one of the
best-studied regulatory systems today – the set of genes and
respective enhancers (also called cis-regulatory modules or
CRMs) responsible for anterior-posterior (A/P) pattern-
ing of the blastoderm-stage Drosophila embryo (27,28,31).
We used the thermodynamics-based GEMSTAT model (28)
to predict gene expression levels from enhancer sequence
and TF concentrations, using the DNA-binding model to
parse the enhancer sequence in terms of the types, strengths
and arrangements of binding sites within. We used rigor-
ous methods of comparing model fits (36), to find that a
DNA-binding model based on ‘shape readout’ (37) per-
forms at least as well as, and arguably better than, the PWM
model. We performed additional tests to examine if inte-
grating shape readout and PWM into a single model would
achieve better predictions than using either binding model
independently. To our knowledge, this is the first success-
ful attempt at quantitatively modeling the function of an
enhancer sequence using a description of TF-DNA bind-
ing specificity other than the PWM. The shape-based model
used here was trained on (binding site) data from the Bac-
terial 1-hybrid system (38). With the growing availability of
data sets describing TF-DNA binding affinities more com-
prehensively (3,12), we expect that it will be possible to train
such models more accurately and to demonstrate their abil-
ity to predict gene expression better than with PWM models
alone.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data collection

We trained our model on enhancers of genes that pattern the
A/P axis in the blastoderm-stage of the Drosophila embryo.
The core of the data set, collected in the original GEM-
STAT publication (28), comprises the following: 37 exper-
imentally characterized enhancers, 37 quantitative profiles
of gene expression driven by each enhancer and quantita-
tive concentration profiles of six TFs - bicoid (bcd), caudal
(cad), giant (gt), hunchback (hb), knirps (kni) and Kruppel
(Kr). To supplement these data, we added three additional
TF concentration profiles: vielfaltig (vfl), Dstat and sloppy-
paired (slp), which were obtained from FlyEx database (39).
Similar to He et al. (28), we limited the gene expression
modeling to the 20–80% region of the A/P axis, resulting
in 60 ‘bins’ of gene expression and TF concentration val-
ues. PWMs of all TFs were constructed with MEME (18)
applied to binding sites obtained via bacterial one hybrid

Figure 1. DNA shape-based model of gene expression. A TF binding site
is described by four shape feature vectors: MGW, ProT, Roll and HelT.
Each vector includes the corresponding shape feature at every position of
the site, along with the mean and standard deviation over all positions. For
a given TF, a Random Forest classifier is trained on a sample of binding
sites from Fly Factor Survey database to predict shape scores for putative
binding sites.

(B1H) experiments, downloaded from the Fly Factor Sur-
vey database (38). To increase the quality of PWMs, we
trimmed MEME-predicted PWMs to have nearly the same
length as PWMs in Factor Survey database (38), by remov-
ing 0 to 3 degenerate (low information content) positions
on either ends (Supplementary Table S1). The DNA shape
readouts for all binding sites were obtained by DNAShape
(37), which predicts values of minor groove width (MGW)
and propeller twist (ProT) at base pair (bp) resolution and
values of roll (Roll) and helix twist (HelT) at base pair step
resolution; the values are calculated using a window ap-
proach around each base pair, which will score all base pairs
except for the one or two base pairs at each end of the se-
quence for which we do not have sufficient flanking residues.

TFBS DNA shape score predicted by Random Forest classi-
fier

Given a TF, we trained a Random Forest classifier (40), us-
ing the R package ‘randomForest’ (41), to predict the shape
scores of its binding sites. As shown in Figure 1A, a TF
binding site is characterized by a set of four ‘shape vec-
tors’ (MGW, ProT, Roll and HelT); each vector has d + 2
dimensions: d dimensions corresponding to a DNA shape
readout at each position except for the terminal one or two
base pairs, and two corresponding to the mean and stan-
dard deviation of DNA shape readouts over all positions in
the binding site. The final feature vector fed into the Ran-
dom Forest classifier was the concatenation of all four shape
vectors, a representation we chose partly based on the work
of Zhou et al. (37).
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To train each Random Forest, we sampled a set of bind-
ing sites for a given TF as the positive data and a set of
random non-coding genomic regions, each with the same
length as the TF’s sites, as the negative data. To capture the
numerous ways that random sequences can deviate from the
TF’s preferred binding sequences, we trained each classifier
on 10 times as many negative examples as positive exam-
ples. We kept the multiplicative factor low as we wanted to
prevent the Random Forest from being deluged by nega-
tive data to the extent that it suffers from the class imbal-
ance problem (42). The output of the Random Forest is a
probability of the input sequence being ‘positive’, meaning
a TF binding site (TFBS). We denote this probability as the
‘DNA shape score’ in this study.

DNA shape-based quantitative sequence to expression model

The DNA shape-based sequence to expression model was
adapted from the statistical thermodynamics model GEM-
STAT (28). We briefly review the main ideas of GEMSTAT
in Supplementary Note S1 and formulate below the key
modification to its architecture that allows it to utilize DNA
shape information. The contribution of each binding site to
the enhancer’s regulatory function is dictated by its ‘statis-
tical weight’ q(S), given by the following equation:

q(S) = K(Smax)ν[TF]relexp [LLR(S) − LLR(Smax)]

In this formulation, [TF]rel represents the relative TF con-
centration up to some constant ν. LLR(S) − LLR(Smax)
represents the difference in the log likelihood ratio between
the site S and the consensus binding site Smax, and K(Smax)
represents the association constant of TF-DNA binding.
Since both K(Smax) and ν are unknown constants, GEM-
STAT treats the product of the two as a free parameter.

In constructing an analogous measure based on DNA
shape data and not PWM data, only a single modifica-
tion needs to be made to the binding site contribution for-
mula, q(S). In particular, the arguments of the exponent are
changed to use DNA shape data. In the following formula-
tion, Shape(S) represents the DNA shape score predicted
by a Random Forest classifier and k represents a free scal-
ing parameter.

q(S) = K(Smax)ν[TF]relexp [−k (1 − Shape(S))]

Model training and evaluation

The DNA shape-based model and the PWM-based model,
i.e. GEMSTAT, were trained on 37 experimentally char-
acterized enhancers regulating A/P patterning genes in
Drosophila embryos, using the same training strategy as de-
scribed in our previous work (29). In order to fairly com-
pare DNA shape-based models with PWM-based models,
we used the same GEMSTAT interaction mode (direct) and
only considered self-cooperativity of bcd and cad. Following
He et al. (28), in the PWM-based model, we annotated a site
S with an LLR(S) ≥ 0.4 ∗ LLR(Smax) as a binding site. To
yield a similar number of binding sites for the DNA shape-
based model, a site with shape score greater than 0.6 was
annotated as a binding site.

To measure the goodness of fit between the real and pre-
dicted gene expression, we used the scoring function called

‘weighted pattern generating potential’ (wPGP) (43), which
essentially rewards the agreement between endogenous and
predicted readouts and penalizes the disagreement. The
wPGP score ranges between 0 and 1, with higher values in-
dicating better fits. By choosing wPGP as the measurement,
we were able to avoid the following issues common to widely
used methods such as correlation or root mean square error:
biases from overly narrow or overly board predicted expres-
sion and insensitivity to shift and scaling of the expression
profiles as previously reported (44).

RESULTS

DNA shape-based model predicts gene expression at least as
well as PWM-based model

The main purpose of this work was to test if a quantita-
tive sequence-to-expression model based on DNA shape at
putative binding sites provides better fits to expression data
than the PWM-based model that has been tested success-
fully in multiple prior studies (26–29). For this, we used the
GEMSTAT model that relates enhancer sequence to its ex-
pression (28), with one major modification. The binding en-
ergy of any site S is normally computed by GEMSTAT as
�E(S) = LLR(S) − LLR(Smax), where LLR(S) is the log-
likelihood ratio of site S under the PWM model (compared
to a background model) and Smax is the consensus binding
site. We replaced this PWM-based score of a binding site to
instead be �E(S) = −k(1 − Shape(S)), where k is a free pa-
rameter and Shape(S) is a score in the range 0–1, computed
based on the DNA shape features at site S. This compu-
tation is done by a Random Forest classifier that is sepa-
rately trained on shape readouts (37) of a sample of binding
sites for a given TF. (The TF’s PWM used in the compara-
tor model is trained on the same set of binding sites.) See
Materials and Methods for details (Figure 1), and Supple-
mentary Note S2 for details of and an alternative method
for incorporating the shape scores into GEMSTAT.

For a fair comparison, we focused on the same data set
used in one of the original PWM-based modeling studies
(28), which includes 37 experimentally characterized en-
hancers regulating A/P patterning genes in Drosophila em-
bryos. Each enhancer is characterized by the relative expres-
sion level (on a scale of 0 to 1) driven by that enhancer at
distinct positions (‘bins’) along the A/P axis of the embryo.
We used wPGP scores (36) to evaluate the goodness of fit
between experimentally observed and predicted expression
profiles.

On the whole, the DNA shape-based model performed
as well as and arguably better than the PWM-based model,
as shown in Table 1 and Figure 2. The DNA shape-based
model achieved a wPGP score of 0.784, averaged over the 37
enhancers in the training data set while PWM-based model
averaged at 0.755. This difference, being taken over aver-
ages of scores, is significant based on our prior experience
(29) and direct statistical testing (Wilcoxon signed-rank test
P-value of 0.003). For 14 out of 37 enhancers we noted bet-
ter fits using the shape-based model (wPGP score improved
by >0.05), whereas for 8 out of 37 enhancers the shape-
based model produced worse fits (Supplementary Table S2).
These results provided clear evidence that DNA shape read-
out at putative binding sites can lead to accurate quantita-
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Figure 2. Performance of DNA shape-based model compared to PWM-
based model on 37 Drosophila enhancers. The goodness of fit between pre-
dicted and real expression for each enhancer was assessed by wPGP scores.
Dotted lines delineate regions where the difference in wPGP score between
the two models is <0.05.

tive modeling of gene expression, and suggest that it yields
arguably better fits than nucleotide readout.

To better appreciate the differences between fits of en-
hancer readouts from the two models, we plotted the pre-
dicted expression profiles of the two models along with real
expression patterns for a selection of six enhancers (Fig-
ure 3). It was evident that the DNA shape-based model
improved the expression prediction by predicting more ac-
curately defined boundaries of spatial expression domains.
For example, for the enhancers ‘eve stripe5’ as well as
‘run stripe1’, the shape-based model accurately predicts
the posterior and anterior boundary, respectively. Quali-
tative refinements were observed on other enhancers. For
instance, the shape-based model reduced a spurious ante-
rior domain predicted by the PWM-based model for the en-
hancer ‘eve 37ext ru’, correctly modeled the anterior peak
in ‘ftz +3’ which the PWM-based model failed to predict,
and correctly suppressed an ectopic posterior domain of
‘slp (-3)’ expression predicted by the PWM-based model.
More complete comparisons of gene expression profiles
where the DNA shape-based model produced better or
worse fits than the PWM-based model are shown in Sup-
plementary Figure S1.

The results above have indicated, both quantitatively and
qualitatively, that a DNA shape-based characterization of
binding sites performed at least as well as the more conven-
tional PWM-based model in sequence-to-expression mod-
eling. It should be noted that while both models used the
same set of parameters, the DNA shape-based model had
one additional parameter (‘k’, see Materials and Methods)
to map the site score computed by the Random Forest-
based classifier to a pseudo-energy term in GEMSTAT.

(The PWM-based model has 21 parameters while the shape-
based model has 22 parameters.) A widely accepted method
to compare models with different complexities is to assess
goodness of fit under cross validation. We therefore per-
formed 10-fold cross-validation on all 37 enhancers for each
model. Since the partition of the data set into training and
test sets was decided randomly, we repeated the exercise 10
times with either model. The DNA shape-based model re-
ported a wPGP score (averaged over all 37 enhancers, and
over the ten repeats) of 0.727 with standard deviation 0.020
and PWM-based model led to an average wPGP of 0.677
with standard deviation 0.004 (Table 1). Thus, we confirmed
that the improved fits from the DNA shape-based model are
not due to its additional free parameter.

We considered the possibility that the improved fits with
the shape-based model are primarily due to a single TF (or a
minority of TFs) for which the PWM is not an appropriate
model of binding specificity, while for other TFs the PWM
model is more suited for use in expression modeling. We
tested this possibility and found it to be false. In particular,
we repeated the model fitting exercise with the shape-based
scoring of binding sites for every TF except one, for which
PWM-based scoring was used. We compared the goodness
of fit (average wPGP across enhancers) of such hybrid mod-
els with that of the purely shape-based model, and noted
that for all TFs except cad, the fits deteriorated upon sub-
stituting shape-based scores with PWM-based LLR scores
for that TF’s sites. (Figure 4A) (The goodness of fit was al-
most unchanged upon switching from the shape model to
the PWM model for cad.) This suggests that for every TF
in this analysis the shape-based score is as good or better
than the PWM-based score for the purpose of expression
modeling.

We wondered if the difference between shape-based and
sequence-based models arises from the difference in how the
binding site scoring method was trained – as a PWM trained
on sample sites versus a Random Forest classifier trained
on samples of sites and non-sites. To make the models more
similar in this aspect, we trained a Random Forest classi-
fier on 1-mer sequence features (the so-called ‘1-hot encod-
ing’ (45)), using the same training data sets as for shape
model. We then incorporated scores predicted by Random
Forest into GEMSTAT in the same way as for the DNA
shape model. The average wPGP score of this alternative
sequence-based model was 0.756 (Supplementary Tables S3
and S4), nearly the same as the PWM-based model. We
repeated 10-fold cross-validation ten times, and obtained
an average wPGP score of 0.673 with standard deviation
0.014, again very similar to that of the PWM-based model,
suggesting that the gap between shape-based and sequence-
based models is not merely due to a difference in how un-
derlying binding site scoring methods were trained.

In our direct comparisons between the shape-based and
PWM-based models, all other aspects of modeling were
identical, including the set of putative sites considered by
either model. However, one point of difference was that the
site length used to compute shape readouts was in some
cases different from the site length used to score for PWM
matches. This was motivated by our observation that the
PWM-based model yielded better fits when using shorter
(‘trimmed’) PWMs than those constructed directly from the
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Table 1. 10-fold cross-validation assessment of various models

Model #Pars Avg. wPGP (Training) Avg. wPGP± std (CV)

Shape-based model 22 0.784 0.727 ± 0.020
PWM-based model 21 0.755 0.677 ± 0.004
PWM-based model, Perturbed LLR scores 21 0.643 0.603 ± 0.021

For each model, shown are the number of free parameters used (‘#Pars’), the average wPGP scores from parameter optimization over all 37 enhancers
(‘Avg. wPGP (Training)’), and the wPGP scores from cross-validation (‘Avg. wPGP (CV)’), averaged over ten repeats of cross validation with different
(random) definitions of the ten folds. Standard deviations over the ten repeats are also shown.

Figure 3. Fits between model and data. Predicted expression profiles of DNA shape-based model (orange lines) and PWM-based model (purple lines) are
compared to experimentally determined expression profiles (black lines), for six selected Drosophila enhancers. Each expression profile is on a relative scale
of 0 to 1 (y-axis), and shown for the regions between 20% and 80% of the A/P axis of the embryo. Title in each panel is in the format of “enhancer name,
wPGP by DNA shape-based model (‘S’), wPGP by PWM-based model (‘P’).” See more enhancers fits in Supplementary Figure S1.

Figure 4. DNA shape is characterized differently from PWM (A) Change of goodness of fit (avg. wPGP) of DNA shape-based model predictions when
binding sites of a specific TF were forced to use LLR rather than shape scores. (B) Visualization of kni binding sites correlation between shape scores and
LLR. (C) Pearson correlations of binding sites for each of nine TF in this study and all TFs.
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available sample of binding sites. We systematically exam-
ined the effect of motif length on our claims above (Sup-
plementary Note S3, Figure S2, Table S5) and confirmed
that the comparisons and claims reported above involve a
fair treatment of the PWM model. That is, the gap between
shape-based and PWM-based models is even greater when
the same site lengths are used for both models and PWMs
are not ‘trimmed’.

DNA shape models capture information different from PWM

In light of our aforementioned conclusion that shape-based
models perform at least as well as PWM-based models in
predicting enhancer readouts, we next asked if the PWM-
based score and DNA shape-based score are simply two
ways to quantify exactly the same information, differing
only procedurally. They are closely related scores, since both
are computed from the primary sequence of a binding site.
At the same time, each has its own intuitive biophysical ex-
planation: the PWM-based score is related directly to the
binding energy of a site (14,16) assuming positional inde-
pendence, while the shape-based score reflects how similar
a putative site’s local DNA shape is to that of the training
set of binding sites.

To objectively characterize the relationship between the
two scores, we examined their mutual correlation over all
putative binding sites for each TF. Figure 4B shows the scat-
ter plot of the two scores across all binding sites for the TF
kni, where we noted Pearson correlation of 0.623. Figure 4C
shows Pearson correlation for each of the nine TFs; these
correlations are typically around 0.5, ranging between 0.211
(gt) to 0.677 (vfl), with the correlation over putative bind-
ing sites of all TFs being 0.525 (Figure 4C, ‘All’). We in-
terpreted these observations to mean that the shape-based
score, while being closely related to the PWM-based score
of a site, is not redundant with the latter and contains addi-
tional information not captured by the direct sequence read-
out. Our tests above (Figure 2) further indicated that the
additional information captured by the shape score is use-
ful for predicting gene expression profiles as well as and ar-
guably better than with PWM scores. However, we consid-
ered the possibility that this improvement (average wPGP of
0.784 for the shape-based model compared to 0.755 for the
PWM-based model) is an artifact of our procedure. Specifi-
cally, it was possible that our modeling is fundamentally in-
capable of discerning an accurate TF-DNA binding model
from a noisy version thereof, either due to noise in the data
or over-parameterization, or for an unknown reason. To
test this possibility, we repeated the PWM-based model-
fitting exercise after artificially perturbing the LLR scores of
binding sites, and found the PWM model to perform worse
with these slightly perturbed LLR scores of sites, ruling out
the concern raised above (Table 1 and Supplementary Note
S4).

Previous work has found sequence models that consider
nucleotide inter-dependencies to better fit binding affinity
data than the PWM model (22,23). We therefore tested if
a Random Forest trained to classify sites based on their
k-mer profile can lead to improved expression predictions.
A ‘1-mer+2-mer’ sequence-based model achieved a wPGP
score of 0.770 on average, and a 1-mer+2-mer+3-mer model

yielded an average wPGP of 0.765. (Supplementary Tables
S3 and S4; the wPGP score of each enhancer, under either
model, can be found in Supplementary Table S6.) Thus, the
fits achieved with higher order k-mer models were better
than those from a 1-hot encoding or the PWM model, but
not better than fits of the shape-based model. This is con-
sistent with the view that DNA shape features provide an
alternative and more compact representation of positional
interdependencies in binding sites (46).

Combining shape and sequence readout into a single model
does not improve fits

The literature suggests that models integrating DNA shape
with PWM-based sequence readout can improve pre-
diction of TF-DNA binding over models that use ei-
ther representation independently (42,46,47). However,
sequence-to-expression modeling requires not just the
prediction of TF binding strengths, but also quantify-
ing how different configurations of DNA-bound TFs re-
late to gene expression levels. Given this, it is not en-
tirely clear whether integrating DNA shape and sequence
would significantly improve expression modeling. We tested
this hypothesis by first comparing a model that inte-
grates DNA shape scores into PWM-based models (re-
ferred to henceforth as ‘integrative PWM-based’ mod-
els) with PWM-based models. To incorporate DNA shape
information into the PWM-based model, we replaced
the term for binding energy of a site in GEMSTAT to
be �E(S) = exp[LLR(S) − LLR(Smax) − k(1 − Shape(S))]
where LLR(S) is the log likelihood ratio score of site S under
the PWM model, Shape(S) is the score of site S computed
by a Random Forest classifier using the site’s shape readout,
and k is a free parameter.

As shown in Figure 5A, for most enhancers the integra-
tive PWM-based model fits expression data nearly as well
as the PWM-based model. The wPGP scores are nearly
identical with the average over all 37 enhancers being 0.752
and 0.755, respectively. The integrative PWM-based model
outperforms the PWM-based model (a wPGP score dif-
ference of 0.05 or more) for six of the enhancers, while
the PWM-based model outperforms the integrative PWM-
based model for five of the enhancers. (The wPGP scores
of each enhancer, under either model, can be found in Sup-
plementary Table S7.) Since the integrative model did not
perform consistently better than the sequence based model,
we did not explore other formulas for incorporating DNA
shape scores into PWM-based models.

As integrating DNA shape information into PWM-based
models did not significantly improve average wPGP scores
over PWM-based models, we examined the utility of the
converse methodology that adds sequence readout to a
DNA shape-based model. In order to accomplish this, we
added an additional feature to the Random Forest under-
lying the shape-based model: the LLR score of the bind-
ing site according to the TF’s PWM. That is, the bind-
ing energy term of a site S in GEMSTAT was computed
as �E(S) = exp[−k(1 − Shape(S))], where Shape(S) is now
computed by a Random Forest classifier trained on pre-
determined binding sites, using their shape readouts as well
as LLR scores. This alternative integrative model (hence-
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Figure 5. Performance of integrative models compared to (A) PWM-based model and (B) DNA shape-based model on 37 Drosophila enhancers assessed
by wPGP scores. Dotted lines delineate regions where the difference in wPGP between the two models is greater than 0.05.

forth referred to as a ‘integrative shape-based’ model) per-
formed as well as the shape-based models (Figure 5B), with
average wPGP scores over all 37 enhancers being 0.776 and
0.784, respectively. Either model outperformed the other on
six of the enhancers (Supplementary Table S7).

In recognition of the fact that there are alternative ways
to encode the sequence, we repeated the above test by di-
rectly using k-mers of putative sites as features (in addi-
tion to shape features) of the Random Forest classifier,
and using the resulting score in computing �E(S) as in
the previous paragraph. We evaluated three variants of
integrative shape+k-mer models, increasing the complex-
ity of models one by one. As listed in Supplementary Ta-
ble S7, the integrative ‘shape+1-mer’, ‘shape+1-mer+2-mer’
and ‘shape+1-mer+2-mer+3-mer’ models achieved average
wPGP scores of 0.777, 0.767 and 0.762, respectively (Sup-
plementary Tables S3 and S4). In short, this subsection
shows that the shape-based model is not improved upon by
incorporating sequence-readout into it, nor is the PWM-
based model improved upon by including shape readout.

DISCUSSION

Sequence-to-expression models have been effectively used
to understand the precise relationship between regulatory
sequence and gene expression patterns (27,28,30–32). TF-
DNA binding predictions in these quantitative models typ-
ically rely on the PWM representation that assumes ev-
ery nucleotide in TF binding sites contributes additively
and independently to the binding energy at thermodynamic
equilibrium, an assumption that does not always hold. A
mounting body of work on TF-DNA binding specificity
has gone beyond the PWM model by considering the nu-
cleotides dependencies (22,48), flanking sequences of bind-
ing sites (49,50) and DNA structural features (42,46,51)
and shown highly promising results in TF-DNA recogni-
tion. At the same time, it is not well understood if alter-
native models of DNA binding can improve the predic-
tion of gene expression. Our work aims at filling this gap
by incorporating local DNA shape at the binding site to
sequence-to-expression models and asking if it performs as

well as a PWM-based model. We found the answer to be
affirmative: the DNA shape-based model is arguably bet-
ter than the PWM-based model in predicting expression. To
our knowledge, this sequence-to-expression model based on
DNA shape features is the first of its kind.

Previous work has demonstrated that DNA shape-based
models compare favorably to sequence-based models for the
simpler yet challenging task of modeling TF-DNA bind-
ing strength, and that integrative ‘shape+sequence’ models
perform considerably better than sequence-only or shape-
only models (42,46,47). However, in this study, we did not
see further improvement in our integrative models utilizing
both shape-readout and sequence-readout, over models us-
ing DNA shape only. This may be in part due to limitations
of how our integrative models were constructed, or due to
lack of comprehensive data for training our shape models,
but it is also a possible indication that better prediction of
TF-DNA binding may not always lead to better expression
prediction.

Our model succeeds in quantifying the impact of DNA
shape on prediction of precise spatiotemporal expression
patterns, and also indicates an intuitive and simple ap-
proach to deal with DNA shape data. Prior work has sug-
gested several approaches to aggregating shape features as
well as learning models, including Random Forest (42) and
support vector machine (SVM) (46,47,51). Our approach is
in good agreement with the prior use of Random Forest as
the learning model, and demonstrates the feasibility of sim-
ply using first-order local shape features. We also adopted
SVM as an alternative learning model but this appeared to
have no further improvement, and we did not pursue deeper
investigations thereof.

It is also worth noting that we explored two choices of
incorporating shape scores into the original GEMSTAT
model. We initially treated the shape score (normalized to
a scale of 0 to 1) as being directly related to the probability
of a site being bound at a specific TF concentration con-
dition (Supplementary Note S2, approach 1). This prelimi-
nary attempt at incorporating the shape score did not show
promising results. The approach used in this study consid-
ered the binding affinity of a site, relative to that of the opti-
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mal site, as an exponentially decaying function of the shape
score (Supplementary Note S2, approach 2). We expect that
future work will continue to improve design of the shape
score from the underlying features and integration of shape
scores into sequence-to-expression models.

The DNA shape data used in this study was obtained
from computational processing of binding site sequences.
This raises the concern that DNA shape scores differ only
procedurally from LLR scores (derived from the PWM),
but are intrinsically the same information. Our tests sug-
gest that this is not the case and show that DNA shape score
captures information different from LLR. It is worth not-
ing that shape features at a single nucleotide position are de-
termined by a pentamer sequence centered at the targeted
nucleotide. We have limited information about the flanking
sequences of the binding site, so that the shape feature val-
ues were unavailable at the terminal positions of some of our
TF binding sites. Since it has been reported that DNA shape
in the flanking regions of binding sites influences binding
specificity (50), we believe that the advantage observed here
is an underestimate of how well DNA shape-based models
can be used in gene expression predictions. We expect that
our modeling approach will be more accurate if and when
we have more comprehensive TF binding affinity data sets
available.

The reader may ask if the thermodynamics-based
sequence-to-expression model was necessary for our study.
In order to study the effects of particular aspects of data
on a higher-level prediction task, one has to make several
choices: a modeling or prediction framework, semantic fea-
tures of the model and the precise way to quantify those
features. In an investigation with so many moving parts, it
is natural to first attempt to make reasonable choices about
some of those parts, and having fixed them, examine the ef-
fect of the one remaining moving part. This is the ratio-
nale of our approach. We have extensive experience with
the thermodynamic modeling framework and the biologi-
cal system we utilized here, so we chose to ask questions
about shape versus sequence readout in this context.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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